HEALTH HAZARDS FOR THE ARTIST

Selected Information in the Cleveland Institute of Art Library

BOOKS


To find more books on this topic, look up the following subject words and phrases in the library’s catalog or the OhioLINK catalog:

- ARTISANS--DISEASES
- ARTISANS--HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- ARTISTS--DISEASES
- ARTISTS--HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- ARTISTS—HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
- ARTISTS’ MATERIALS--SAFETY MEASURES
- ARTISTS’ MATERIALS--TOXICOLOGY
- CERAMIC INDUSTRIES—HEALTH ASPECTS
- CERAMIC MATERIALS—SAFETY MEASURES
- CERAMIC MATERIALS—TOXICOLOGY
- JEWELERS—HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- JEWELRY MAKING—SAFETY MEASURES
- PHOTOGRAPHERS—HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- PHOTOGRAPHY—DEVELOPING AND DEVELOPERS—HEALTH ASPECTS
- PHOTOGRAPHY—PROCESSING—HEALTH ASPECTS
- PHOTOGRAPHY—STUDIOS AND DARK ROOMS—SAFETY MEASURES
- POTTERS—HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- PRINTMAKERS—HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- PRINTS—MATERIALS—SAFETY MEASURES

**ARTICLES**

The subject words and phrase listed above can also be used to locate periodical articles. For design and applied arts index (CIA access only), you can also look up articles for a specific medium, such as CERAMICS: HEALTH AND SAFETY or GLASS: HEALTH AND SAFETY. Art Source (CIA access only) has some additional subject phrases you can search, including LEAD POISONING and SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES.

WEB RESOURCES

Art & Craft Safety Guide
Produced by the US Consumer product Safety Commission is geared toward art and craft safety for those working with children.

Art & Creative Materials Institute, Inc.

Center for Research on Occupational & Environmental Technology
Maintained by Oregon’s Health & Science University, this comprehensive resource has health and safety for artists, including a database of art mediums, selections on studio safety, and media specific information.

Environmental Health & Toxicology: Keeping the Artist Safe

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA general website)

Health Hazards in the Arts
This well-designed, easy-to-use site lists a variety of health & safety resources & links.

Non-Toxic Printmaking

Occupational Safety & Health Administration of the US Dept. of Labor (OSHA general website)

Pixelated Palette

True Art’s Health Hazards’s Page
Steven Saitzyk, art teacher and consultant, provides a selection of information and links.

University of Illinois at Chicago Online Health and Safety in the Arts

STILL CAN’T FIND ANYTHING? Ask the library staff for help.
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